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More than just scrub!
THE AMAZING AND EXHILARATING SCRUB LIFE AT KILKENNY PRIMARY SCHOOL

KILKENNY PRIMARY SCHOOL

Many of us are familiar with the extensive research, presented to us by academics and educators 
from across the globe, confirming the importance of nature play for children’s emotional, social and 
cognitive development and overall wellbeing. In this case study from Kilkenny Primary School, we hear 
from arguably the most invested researchers and practitioners – children themselves.

Our scrub is a significant area 

within Kilkenny Primary School. It is 

characterised by local vegetation, 

native and weedy exotic species with 

large gum trees, the remnants of 

earlier plantings some 30 years ago.

It is a space that is used during 

lessons, recess, lunch and after 

school OSHC. During these times 

it becomes a wide-ranging space 

for different students and groups. 

It becomes a cubby building site 

for construction companies; a 

tree climbing amphitheatre for 

mountaineers; a scrub buck trading 

floor for stock exchange investors; 

a quiet space for people escaping; 

a pond investigation site for 

aquatic limnologists; a resource-

rich rock grinding and collecting 

site for natural artists; a clay quarry 

for earthworks evacuators; and a 

playground for adventurers.

It is a multitude of places and spaces 

for explorers and entrepreneurs. It is 

an ever-changing world of activity.

Some of our students have shared 

their perspectives that demonstrate 

the use and significance of our scrub 

life.
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PONDERING ON NATURE 

BY EDDIE WOOD (Year 7)

Every part of our scrub is precious and valued, but no one can disagree that the 

pond is the most widely appreciated part of our pleasant mini-forest. A pool of 

water enclosed in rocks, the pond is delightfully attractive, and can have you staring 

in awe for hours. Even before the pond’s makeover, it was pleasantly striking, 

lacking a border of rocks, but instead accompanied by an array of reeds, which 

made it seem effectively more interesting and wilder. Kids really enjoy sitting in 

trees and talking near the pond, and even dip their feet in on a warm summer’s day. 

Many kids and their groups of friends play games involving the pond.

This just goes to show that everybody enjoys our pond, not to mention the rest of 

the scrub, which is one of the most liked parts of our school. And now, for a history 

lesson:

Construction for the pond first began in 2010 and was essentially the highlight 

of the school. The scrub was flooded with students at recess and lunch, all 

wanting to see the new addition to the scrub. The pond was then renovated 

eight years later, in early 2018, for water sustainability, as the water was slowly 

draining away, and had to constantly get refilled. So, the school purchased an 

all-new sustainable pond, took away the reeds, and replaced them with a rock 

filtration system, which was also what bordered the main body of water.

This year (2019), a group of Kilkenny Primary School parents put forward a 

suggestion for a program to revegetate the scrub, add more loose part for kids 

to play with, and arrange additional learning programs involving the scrub.

In conclusion, our already-beautiful scrub is completed with the pond, a nicely 

placed body of water and rocks that fills kids all over the school with delightful 

thoughts about our scrub and urges them to respect and care for our nature and 

environment.

UP TO TRADE  

BY OZER UYSAL (Year 7)

Giving something to get something: that’s what we used to do, starting thousands 

of years ago and eventually fading out into the ever-growing age of money. There 

are some groups and companies that still use trading such as Gumtree or groups of 

friends that give and get something.

Another big group of people are the people that are writing this piece of text, 

people from Kilkenny Primary School and the people who use the system of trading 

to increase financial status and decorate parts of their cubby. This also trains 

children’s creativity and imagination, assisting them with tasks during lesson time. 

Our scrub facility also supports children if they want to own a business involving 

trades by teaching them to become moneywise from an early age.

Our scrublands are really helpful as anyone big or small, R–7, amateur or 

professional, can come on in and learn while having fun at the same time. Trading in 

our school was brought to life in 2013 when the scrublands were open to our school 

during break times so students could become traders during their break times. 

Many of these children who adapted to the ways of trading traded things like sticks 

for pipes and bricks for logs. These materials were used to construct cubbies or just 

to pretend they were someone from their favourite TV show, book or movie.

Our scrub is a fascinating space and if you are near Kilkenny Primary School, please 

come on in as a visitor so we can show you our amazing and educational scrub 

facility.
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ARTISTS IN THE SCRUB

BY AMELIE BRADLEY (Year 7)

Starting in 2017 in the KPS scrub, students began to make a type of natural paint 

like the Australian Aboriginal paint ochre. Students smash rocks such as charcoal, 

red rocks, sandstone, quartz and clay to create powders of different colours. After 

the students have the powder of choice they then add some water to make the 

paste. With the paste students create art on trees, rocks, bark and even on others’ 

hands. The artwork students do on others’ hands is quite amazing. Students even 

add little flower petals to their designs. These art pieces are like little tattoos that 

students create and sell, with scrub bucks being used as payment. These scrub 

bucks are properly explained by Lachlan Halman if you wish to know more. As I was 

saying students would get quite rich in this business because everyone likes the 

artwork. The good thing about these tattoos is that they are not permanent and 

can be washed off quite easily with a bit of soap and water. Students developed the 

idea of this paint from the history of Aboriginal cave paintings that they have learnt 

about during class. The original ochre made by Indigenous Australians was made 

by mixing different ingredients such as:

Red/white/yellow/black Ochre;

Fresh or rain water, saliva; 

Plus one of the following: egg white, orchids, turtle eggs and blood.

SCRUB COIN 

BY LACHLAN HALMAN (Year 7)

Our school works hard to keep our scrub fun, interesting and neat, and on top of 

all this is the concept of the currency of the beautiful area. Our school brands this 

as scrub bucks. Scrub bucks are gumnuts that have fallen off gumtrees and are 

collected off the ground. These are then used to buy items from self-made shops. 

It doesn’t end there, as the value of scrub bucks isn’t just determined by their size 

and shape. They are determined by the children at Kilkenny trusting one another 

and figuring out a price for each scrub buck. Yes, this takes a long time but it is a 

way of building trust between the children here at Kilkenny. Scrub bucks also teach 

children how to use and save money. By having a limited budget of 500 gumnuts 

(scrub bucks) kids learn budgetting and finance so that when they are older they 

already know all the tricks.

Gabes Christopher and Gabbi Veanie started the idea of scrub bucks in Grade 3, 

2013. Back then scrub bucks were extremely unpopular and were not known to 

many. In 2015 when Gabes and Gabbi were in Grade 5 scrub bucks were becoming 

something that children would talk about in their free time. Gabes and Gabbi are 

now in Grade 9 as of 2019 and have started a movement that people use every 

day in our wonderful nature area and talk about all the time. Scrub bucks are one 

of Kilkenny’s scrub key features that stands out in our school. Scrub bucks not only 

became something that is respected in our school but also became a tradition that 

kids in future will learn to respect and nurture.

Recently we have added two natural 

playgrounds to add excitement and 

adventure for our students. Our 

future plans for our natural spaces 

are encapsulated in a Vegetation 

Restoration Plan recently compiled 

by one of our parents, Sabine Koolen. 

It comprehensively details how we 

will develop aspects of revegetation, 

loose parts play, lesson planning and 

sustainability into the future. Along 

with our students, we are excited 

to see how our space continues to 

evolve. 
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